
Waste Hierarchy

Waste hierarchy management

The waste hierarchy is broadly depicted as an inverted pyramid topped 
with preferential options at the top base and disposal, as the end-all 
solution for managing waste, at the bottom peak.
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Bits on sustainability are written 
by Fedrigoni’s Sustainability 
Team and are part of the Group 
commitment to spread the culture 
of sustainability.
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BITS ON SUSTAINABILITY

Prevention. Preventing a substance, material, or product from becoming 
waste, such as reusing products or extending product lifespan.

Re-use. Implementing actions to prepare (inspect, clean and/or repair) 
products or components thereof, having become waste, to ease 
recycling.

https://fedrigoni.com/en/sustainability/our-commitment/


Recycling. Any recovery activity where waste materials are reprocessed 
to get products or substances, either for their original or other uses. It 
covers reprocessing of organic material (e.g., composting), although not 
including energy recovery for fuel purposes or for backfilling applications.

Energy recovery. Any process likely to produce energy from waste 
(e.g.: biogas production, waste-to-energy). 

Disposal. Any process not aimed at material and/or energy recovery, 
such as incineration or landfilling.

Fedrigoni is committed to recover 100% of its waste materials, without 
landfilling, by 2030 (reference to base year 2019). We ended 2022 at 89%.

 

In 2022, Fedrigoni launched Re-play, a revolutionary range for Fedrigoni 
Self-Adhesives labels. From waste to premium label: for the very first time, 
the glassine liner is recovered and fed back to the production process as 
a front material to create new premium labels 2022. Re-play is a perfect 
example of upcycling, the result of an exclusive partnership with Les 
Papeteries de Clairefontaine, a further step to prevent thousands of tons 
of waste being produced, requiring costly disposal procedures. A huge 
breakthrough in product development.

One more step in our ESG roadmap in line with the 2030 goals, a 
revolution mirrored in our motto, “Making Progress”.
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La classificazione dei rifiuti

Waste prevention and management
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RE-PLAY: the revolutionary 
innovation that turns liner into 
premium labels
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